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Abstract: French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that ancient Chinese people in Tchi‟n country had used „The 

thousand character essay‟ for their children. „The thousand character essay‟, it is called Tcheonzamun in Korea. For the present 

researcher, there are two methods for the translation of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay). The first one is the translation of 

Tcheonzamun through Korean pronunciation, and the second is through the meaning of Chinese characters of Tcheonzamun poem. 

And the range of the poem is (Tcheonzamun 593rd-608th). In addition, the present researcher deleted the similar or same part of 

Chinese character. And then, the translation was done with the remained parts. The title of this study is „I, your wife, hope that the 

honor (譽) of my husband will increase more and more (馳). So I, your wife, will not (┴) take two (二) husbands. I will serve my only 

one husband (主).‟ < Number of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) Chinese character (Korean Pronunciation of Chinese 

character in English alphabet) Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in Korean alphabet (Transformed phrase on Korean 

pronunciation in English alphabet)> 601-604 宣 (Seon) 威 (Ui) 沙 (Sa) 漠 (Mag) 손 위 (Son-ui) 삼아! (Sam-a!). You must make me 

your wife to be your senior! You! Make me (Sam-a!) your superior! (Son-ui) < Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters 

(Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet)> 597-600 用 (Yong)-月=I 軍 (Gun) 最 (Tchoe) 精 (Zeong)-月=米主 I, your 

wife, want that my husband (軍) will be good at everything (I). So I will give to my husband (主) the food (米) the most delicious (最). 

601-604 宣 (Seon) 威 (Ui) 沙 (Sa)-水=少 漠 (Mag)-水=莫 I, your wife, want that the power of my husband (威) will develop the more 

(宣). Therefore, I will decrease my mistakes (莫) the less (少). 605-608 馳 (Tchi) 譽 (Ye) 丹 (Dan)-П=┴ 靑 (Tcheong)-П=主二 I, 

your wife, hope that the honor (譽) of my husband will increase more and more (馳). So I, your wife, will not (┴) take two (二) 

husbands. I will serve my only one husband (主). 

Keywords: Ancient Chinese people in Tchi‟n country had used „The thousand character essay‟ for their children, „The thousand 

character essay‟, it is called Tcheonzamun in Korea, „I, your wife, and hope that the honor (譽) of my husband will increase more and 

more (馳). So I, your wife, will not (┴) take two (二) husbands. I will serve my only one husband (主)‟. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that ancient Chinese people in Tchi‟n country had used „The 

thousand character essay‟ for their children. „The thousand character essay‟, it is called Tcheonzamun in Korea. Dallet 

(1874) explained that the ancient Tchi‟n country people had instructed Chinese character for their children with the 

Tcheonzamun. (Park et al, 2021a) and (Park et al, 2021b) translated several poem of Tcheonzamun. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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For the present researcher, there are two methods for the translation of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character 

essay). The first one is the translation of Tcheonzamun through Korean pronunciation, and the second is through the 

meaning of Chinese characters of Tcheonzamun poem. And the range of the poem is (Tcheonzamun 593rd-608th). In 

addition, the present researcher deleted the similar or same part of Chinese character. And then, the translation was done 

with the remained parts. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The title of this study is „I, your wife, hope that the honor (譽) of my husband will increase more and more (馳). 

So I, your wife, will not (┴) take two (二) husbands. I will serve my only one husband (主).‟ The translation was done 

two times for the poem of (Tcheonzamun 593rd-608th). The first time translation was done through Korean 

pronunciation of Chinese characters of the Tcheonzamun poem. The second is by the method of meaning of Chinese 

characters of the Tcheonzamun poem. 

 

The next is the translation of this poem (Tcheonzamun 593rd-608th). 

 

Number of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) Chinese character (Korean Pronunciation of Chinese 

character in English alphabet) Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in Korean alphabet (Transformed phrase on 

Korean pronunciation in English alphabet) the meaning in Korean language is as follows. 

 

593-596 起 (Gi) (剪-刀+羽) (Zeon) 頗 (Pa) 牧 (Mog) 그저 (Geu-zeo) 품어? (Pum-eo?)  

 

Do you think that you may simply (Geu-zeo) embrace me, your wife? (Pum-eo?) Is it right for you to do this? 

Do you have such a deep love for me, your wife? 

 

597-600 用 (Yong) 軍 (Gun) 最 (Tchoe) 精 (Zeong) 어이구 (Eoi-gu) 째져! (Zzae-zyeo!) 

 

No no! (Eoi-gu!). You! Separate from me, your wife! (Zzae-zyeo!) 

 

601-604 宣 (Seon) 威 (Ui) 沙 (Sa) 漠 (Mag) 손 위 (Son-ui) 삼아! (Sam-a!) 

 

You must make me your wife to be your senior! You! Make me (Sam-a!) your superior! (Son-ui) 

 

605-608 馳 (Tchi) 譽 (Ye) 丹 (Dan) 靑 (Tcheong) 치워! (Tchi-weo!), 다쳐! (Da-tcheo!) 

 

You! Stop your insolent behavior about me! (Tchi-weo!) If you do not stop this rude and impolite thing about 

me your wife, you will be hurt! (Da-tcheo!) 

 

Now, it is the second translation of this poem (Tcheonzamun 593rd-608th), and it is through the meaning of 

Chinese character. In addition, the deleting method was added for the translation. 

 

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet) 

593-596 起 (Gi) (剪-刀+羽) (Zeon) 頗 (Pa) 牧 (Mog)  

 

In order for the destruction (剪-刀+羽) to begin, its way is very simple. If I, your wife, do the house 

management (牧) in a bad direction (頗), it will be done. 

 

But it is not good. I will do the house management in the good direction. I want that you and your family to 

become good. I hope that your family prospers by me your wife! The next three lines show the way of prosperity. 

 

597-600 用 (Yong)-月=I 軍 (Gun) 最 (Tchoe) 精 (Zeong)-月=米主 

I, your wife, want that my husband (軍) will be good at everything (I). So I will give to my husband (主) the 

food (米) the most delicious (最). 

601-604 宣 (Seon) 威 (Ui) 沙 (Sa)-水=少 漠 (Mag)-水=莫 
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I, your wife, want that the power of my husband (威) will develop the more.(宣). Therefore, I will decrease my 

mistakes (莫) the less (少). 

 

605-608 馳 (Tchi) 譽 (Ye) 丹 (Dan)-П=┴ 靑 (Tcheong)-П=主二 

 

I, your wife, hope that the honor (譽) of my husband will increase more and more (馳). So I, your wife, will not 

(┴) take two (二) husbands. I will serve my only one husband (主). 
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